
Haakon Ekrheim, CEO of 
one of Norway’s five food 
wholesalers, felt his family-
run business had come to the 
edge of a cliff – or to be more 
accurate, a fjörd.

Due to a recession, Norway’s economic growth turned 
negative and profit and income for the business began to 
decline. In addition, an important customer was threatening 
to take their business to a competitor.

FOOD WHOLESALER SAVES THEIR 
BACON WITH DEMAND FORECASTING 

AND REPLENISHMENT PLANNING

Key Customer Demands Better  
In-Stock Performance

Ekrheim’s dissatisfied customer had complained that the 
food wholesaler wasn’t filling orders reliably enough. Indeed, 
Ekrheim had seen customer-service levels decline across 
the board, even as inventory rose.

If the company didn’t fix this problem, Ekrheim knew it would 
cost them not just one important customer, but potentially 
their entire business.

K. EKRHEIM GROWS REVENUE, REDUCES INVENTORY, IMPROVES CASH FLOW AND INCREASES PROFIT.

“Even in today’s difficult economic times, we’re up 2% in 
sales. At the same time, we managed to hold down logistics 
costs, while our service levels increased to 98.5%” 

Haakon Ekrheim  |  CEO  

12% REVENUE INCREASE

14% INVENTORY REDUCTION

300% CASH FLOW IMPROVEMENT

181% PROFIT GAIN
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Conventional Remedies Didn’t Work

Haakon and his inventory-replenishment team tried the conventional ways to improve 
customer service. But most of the methods increased inventory levels without improving 
order-fill rates. The company’s inventory replenishment team was acting without focus, 
Ekrheim said. “When they were in doubt, they just bought more inventory.” This behavior 
put a serious strain on the company’s cash flow and profit. And it did nothing to satisfy 
unhappy customers.

Inaccurate demand forecasting was a big part of the problem, Ekrheim said. “We might 
as well have had no forecasting at all.” 

Blue Ridge: A High-Value, Low-Risk Solution

Ekrheim evaluated many solutions and selected Blue Ridge’s Cloud-Native technology 
for demand forecasting, replenishment and replenishment planning. Blue Ridge also 
provided LifeLine support to proactively montior supply chain conditions and advise his 
replenishment team and company executives.

Blue Ridge offered a solid way to transform the company’s business at low risk. Ekrheim 
liked that the technology could be implemented in less than 90 days, with anytime, 
anywhere web access. 

The Cloud-Native technolgy enabled to company to avoid large investments in new 
computer hardware, operating systems or database software. In addition, they eliminated 
maintenance fees and reduced internal IT operating costs.

Executives Bet on a Turn-Around Plan

Working with Blue RIdge and their Nordic partner, Inventory Investment, K. Ekrheim 
implemented Supply Chain Planning demand forecasting, replenishment and inventory 
planning system. They completed the work on schedule and within budget, in about 90 days. 

With the intensity of people who knew the future of their company was at stake, Ekrheim 
and his replenishment team set to work. They applied their skill and experience, 
powered by the Blue Ridge replenishment-planning system, to reduce inventories without 
compromising service to their customers. 

COMPANY PROFILE
www.ekrheim.no

Industry:
Grocery Wholesale

Headquarters:
Norway

COMPANY FACES A FUTURE  
OF ANEMIC GROWTH

From Haakon Ekrheim’s perspective, the future 
looked uncertain at best. Norway’s economic 
growth rate had gone negative. Despite the 
country’s bounty of North Sea oil, global demand 
for oil was down. 

Even if the recession ended quickly, a return to 
economic growth wasn’t likely to make Ehrheim’s 
business thrive. Food consumption usually grows 
with population, and Norway’s small population 
wasn’t growing much.

With only about 4.7 million people, Norway has 
a population only a little bigger than that of the 
Boston- Cambridge metropolitan area. It’s a little 
bigger than Barcelona’s population and smaller 
than Milan’s. And for years Norway’s population 

has grown at an annual rate of only about 1%.

Challenge:
During economic downturn,  
K. Ekrheim’s innacurate demand 
forecasting was costing business 
and jeopordizing realtionships 
with important customers.

blueridgeglobal.com 
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Focus Brings Redemption

After implementation, forecast accuracy improved, which resulted in better service levels. 
Their inventory came down, cash freed up and profit increased dramatically.

• Revenue is up 12%, despite the loss of a major customer

• Inventory is down by 14%

• Inventory turns increased from 21.4 to 24.6

• Cash flow went from negative to positive, then improved by 300%

•  In less than 2 years, service levels improved 1.4 percentage points  
(97% to 98.4%)

• Operating costs are down as a percentage of revenue

• Profit increased by 181%

• Cash flow and profit have continued to improve each year

• The company has more money

About Blue Ridge Global

Blue Ridge supply chain solutions are the most accurate way for retailers and 

distributors to spot changes in customer demand before they happen. Traditional 

forecasting and planning solutions weren’t designed to keep up with today’s 

increasingly unpredictable consumer behavior. In a world where the only constant 

is change, Blue Ridge provides more certainty, more speed, and more assurance 

– so companies can see the why behind the buy and respond faster to the 

unexpected. That’s why major retailers and distributors rely on Blue Ridge for a 

more foreseeable future. 
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